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Raman scattering studies were performed on ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattices with different 
strains. In the optical phonon regime, the Raman spectra of the ZnSe-ZnS superlattices with a 
superlattice axis along [00 l] “show optical phonons confined in the ZnSe well and ZnS barrier layers, 
and display a two-mode behavior corresponding to ZnSe-like and ZnS-like modes. We report the 
experimental results, by means of Raman scattering of confined longitudinal optical phonons in 
ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer superlattices. The Raman frequency shift dependence on the layer 
thickness, superlattice period, and interface strain is presented and discussed. 0 1995 American 
Institute of Physics. 

Raman spectroscopy is a very useful tool to study lattice 
dynamics in semiconductor low-dimensional structures as 
well as bulk semiconductors. As is well known, the new 
periodic@ in the growth direction induces folding of the 
Brillouin zone center of new phonon modes, possibly Raman 
active. In a multilayer structure, the Raman spectrum will be 
superposition of the Raman spectra of the individual layers 
weighed by the scattering probability for phonons of each 
material. Just like the electrons are mostly confined in one of 
the materials, the vibration mode of the longitudinal optical 
phonon (LO) and transverse optical phonon (TO) is confined 
in the ZnSe and ZnS layers for ZnSe-ZnS strained-layer 
superlattices (SLS). 

Recent results’-4 with prototype devices based on 
ZnSe-ZnS, ZnSeS-ZnS, and ZnCdSe-ZnSe superlattices 
and multiple quantum wells (MQWS) have shown the great 
potential of this family of materials for device application. 
Most of the II-VI semiconductor superlattices have a biaxial 
stress at the heterojunction interface due to the lattice mis- 
match. Yamarnoto et aL5 observed higher order (up to the 
fifth order) zone-folded acoustic modes in ZnSe-ZnS SLS 
by means of Raman scattering, and pointed out the Raman 
spectrum dominantly reflects the periodicity of the superlat- 
tices and the roughness of the interface. Reference 6 reported 
the observation of confined optical modes in the ZnSe layers, 
interface modes, and additional modes in the frequency 
range of the vibrations of ZnSe,-,S, . In this paper, we re- 
port the first experimental results of confined optical 
phonons both in the ZnSe well and ZnS barrier layers in 
ZnSe-ZnS superlattices and calculate the Rarnan shifts in- 
duced by strain. 

The superlattice samples in this work were grown on a 
(100) GaAs substrate by atmospheric pressure metal-organic 
vapor deposition (MOCVD). Dimethylzinc, dimethylcad- 
rnium, and H.$e are used as the source materials. The sub- 
strates were heated at 600 “C under a hydrogen flow prior to 
growth, in order to eliminate the surface oxide layer. For the 
ZnSe, -xS, (x(0.2) buffer layer, the growth temperature 

varied between 280 and 320 “C, and for the ZnS buffer layer 
the growth temperature was 500 “C. After the growth of the 
buffer layer the substrate temperature of ZnSe-ZnS SLS 
were about 400 “C. The structural parameters of the samples 
used in this paper are listed in Table I. 

The Raman measurements were performed in back- 
scattering geometry with the incident photons along the 
(001) directions and with the incoming and outgoing polar- 
izations lying along the (110) direction. The layer thick- 
nesses of dznSe or dznS were measured by transmission elec- 
tron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction. 

Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffraction of ZnSe (0.5 nm)- 
ZnS (14.5 nm) MQW (QW-1). The full width at half- 
maximum (FWHM) of 0.15” is observed in this spectrum. 
Figure 2 shows the first-order Raman spectrum of the above 
MQW sample (QW-1) with a narrow ZnSe (0.5 run) well 
and wide barrier ZnS (14.5 run) on the ZnSe, -,S, buffer 
layer. The peaks labeled LOI (269 cm-‘) and LO? (346.8 
cm-‘), which are seen in the spectra, can be attributed to the 
LO phonon modes of ZnSe and ZnS layers induced by the 
elastic strain. When incident and backscattered light are par- 
allel to the (001) axis, under .biaxial stress in the (001) plane 
the LO and TO modes7 

A~Lo=[~S,2+q(S,1+S,2)]X/~~o, (0 

ASZTo=[~(S,~+S,2)+ca(~~~+3s,~)1X/(2~;f0!, (2) 
where St, and St, are elastic compliance constants and the 
strength of stress is 

TABLE I. The structure parameters of Z&e-ZnS SLS. 

Sample Period Well (nm) Barrier (m) X value 

QW-1 100 0.5 14.5 0.92 
QW-2 60 2.0 5.0 1 
QW-3 40 7.2 3.5 0 
QW-4 50 2.0 2.0 0.6 
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FIG. I. The X-ray diffraction of ZnSe (0.5 nm)-ZnS (14.5 run) MQW on 
the GaAs substrate with the ZnSeS buffer layer. 
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where Gi are the shear moduli; dl, d2 are the layer thick- 
nesses of the ZnSe well and ZnS barrier, respectively. a” and 
a0 are the lattice parameters of SLS parallel to the interface 
and without strain and at, a2 correspond to ZnSe and ZnS 
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FIG. 2. Raman spectrum of ZnSe (0.5 nm)-ZnS (14.5 nm) MQW with the 
ZnSeS buffer layer. 
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FIG. 3. LO, modes confined in the ZnSe well layer of ZnSe (2.0 mn)-ZnS 
(5.0 nm) SLS with the ZnS buffer layer. The bands (dotted line) correspond 
to the scattering process of the interdiffusion layers between the ZnSe and 
ZnS interface. 

layers. We have used St1 =2.11 (lo-l2 dyn-’ cm’), 
St,= -0.78 (lo-r2 dyn-’ cm2), p= -0.41 X 1028, and 
q= -0.59x 102s for the ZnSe well layer, and St t = 1.89 
(lo-t2 dyn-’ cm”), st2=-0.72 (lo-l2 dyn-’ cm2), 
p= -0.39x loa* and 4=-0.99X 1O28 for the ZnS bar- 
rier layer,* respectIveIy. 

For ZnSe, 

haLo= -549.17X(cm-*), 

Afire= q273.85X(cm-t). 

For ZnS, 

ARLo= -733.07X(cm-‘), 

AfiTo= - 177.36X(cm-‘). 
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FIG. 4. Uniform interface of ZnSe-ZnS SLS. 
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FIG. 5. Two groups of folded LO, modes both confined in the ZnSe and 
ZnS layers on ZnSe (2.0 nm)-ZnS (2.0 nmj SLS with the ZnSeS buffer 
layer. The higher order of LO,n modes in the ZnSe layer are overlaid with 
the LO,, modes of ZnSeS buffer layers. 

In Fig. 2 the frequency shift of ZnSe Lot, TO1 phonon 
modes located at 269 and 208.6 cm-’ shift toward the high 
energies about 17 and 3.6 cm “t in unstrain (LOzns,=252 
cm-‘, TO zns,=205 cm-‘), respectively. The blue shift of TO 
mode is less than that of the calculation of Fq. (5b). That 
result is also observed in other samples. It is noticed that in 
the more thick ZnS barrier layer (14.5 nm) the LO2 mode 
shifts to low energies of about 2.2 cm-‘. This value is larger 
than that of the calculation (0.9 cm-*) with Eq. (5c), which is 
due to the strain effect between the ZnSeS buffer layer and 
SLS layers. In Fig. 2 LO; (248 cm-‘), LO: (314 cm-‘), and 
LOoAs (29 1.5 cm- ‘) are assigned as the longitudinal optical 
phonon modes of ZnSe-like, ZnS-like ZnSeS buffer layer 
and GaAs substrate, and TOs (274 cm-‘) for the transverse 
mode of the ZnS layer. In addition, there are other Raman 
bands marked Zj produced by interface modes, which also 
appear in other ZnSe-ZnS SLS samples. 

The LO confined modes will appear in a narrow range of 
frequencies because w(q) dependence on 4 has the follow- 
ing relationship: lo 

cos(ka)= 1+ $ [Wz-o(k=O)] (6) 

and” 

k= (,y), , 1 <m<n, 

where a is the common monolayer thickness in ZnSe (0.283 
nm) and ZnS (0.270 nm); and n is the number of monolay- 
ers; for ZnSe and ZnS B,,,=4.5 and B&,=8.2X lo8 cmm4, 
respectively. Figure 3 displays the Raman spectrum of the 
ZnSe (2.0 run)-ZnS (5.0 nm) SLS (QW-2) with ZnS buffer 
layer. Three longitudinal optical(L0,) lines contined in the 
ZnSe layer is observed. Under the strain, the LO,,,, (269.5 
cm-‘) and LOzns (334 cm-‘), TO, (276 cm-‘) correspond to 
the longitudinal and transverse modes of the ZnS buffer 
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TABLE II. The measured and calculated frequencies (cm-‘) of confined 
LO,,, modes in ZnSe and ZnS layers. 

tn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

ok&Se) 269 266 260.5 253.6 245.1 238 228 
o,&nSe) 269 266 260 253 

in I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
~,&nS) 335 332 329 325 322 318 315 
%&nS) 335 332 329 326 322.9 319 315.5 

layer, and I,, I2 are also observed in the same position as 
well as Fig. 2. It is noticed that there are two bands (dotted 
line) under the LO, and LO,,, . They are attributed to the 
scattering induced by the interdiffitsion layer between ZnSe 
well and ZnS barrier layers. The higher order confined LO, 
modes of the ZnSe layer are overlaid with the above band. 

In Fig. 4 it is observed that high-quality ZnSe-ZnS SLS 
structures (QW-3) without any mismatch defect and dislo- 
cation were also obtained. From this high-resolution trans- 
mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image, the interface 
images are indistinct. This means that there is interdiffusion 
between ZnSe and ZnS layers grown by MOCVD. Figure 5 
shows Raman spectrum of another sample, i.e., ZnSe (2.0 
nm)-ZnS (2.0 run) SLS (QW-4) with ZnSeS buffer layers. 
In this figure, two groups of the LO, modes confined in 
ZnSe and ZnS layers are observed, respectively. Table II lists 
the calculated and measured frequencies of the LO, modes 
in the ZnSe layer and ZnS layer. In the region at about 291- 
335 cm-‘, all of the LOk( m = 1 - 7) modes for the ZnS bar- 
rier layer are observed due to no other stronger’ scattering 
peak in this region. And for the LO; modes of the ZnSe well 
layer the higher order (m>4) modes are overlaid with the 
LO, (235 cm-‘) mode of the ZnSeS buffer layer. In Figs. 3 
and 5 other vibration processes labeled “?” are needed for 
tinther research. 

We have observed the longitudinal optical phonon 
modes LO, both in ZnSe well and ZnS barrier layers on 
ZnSe-ZnS SLS for the first time. We also analyzed the strain 
properties of ZnSe-ZnS SLS with a different buffer layer. In 
some samples, the scattering process of interdiffusion layers 
are discussed. 

This work was supported by the High Technology Re- 
search Programs in China and the Great National Natural 
Science Foundation of China. 
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